FAST CUP

®

Great Coffee Fast!

Bean-to-Cup

bunn.com/fast-cup

Meet the Fast Cup

Reduces Demand for Staff Labor

Profitable, high-performance bean-to-cup coffee
brewer that features an intuitive touchscreen
experience, freshly ground and brewed coffee by the
cup, hot or cold. Dispenses in as little as 30 seconds.

Reduce the number of operator touches per day with three large 3lb+ bean hoppers that provide enough
capacity to make 70 cups of coffee each. The large bin holds the spent grounds from up to fifty beverages,
while the through-counter grounds option allows for an even greater capacity. No paper filter to replace and
Picture Prompted Cleaning™ on the touch screen ease training and maintenance routines.

Practically No Coffee Waste

The bean-to-cup system delivers single cups of fresh coffee, ensuring all your beans
are brewed into your customer’s cup. This complements dayparts with varying demand
for coffee.

BUNNLINK® Compatible
BUNNlink is an IoT machine management platform
built by BUNN to provide a secure mechanism to
remotely monitor and communicate with connected
equipment. BUNNlink enables data backed
business decisions and allows the deployment of a
customized user interface.

Build Your Coffee Menu with Hot & Iced, Drip-style Coffee
Fast Cup offers an expanded selection of drinks, including options for both hot and iced
coffee. The iced coffee option cools freshly brewed coffee as it dispenses, making it
perfect to pour over ice without watering down your beverage.

The Fast Cup Experience

Configurable Touch Screen

1. Users select their favorite drink on a
large touchscreen

Promote your brand by uploading graphics and videos for display on the large 10” industrial
glass touchscreen. Features a swipe function to allow the customer to easily navigate drink
selections. Manager/crew member and tech sub-menus are also accessible from this screen.

2. Beans drop from clear hoppers and are
ground fresh in seconds

ADA Compatible

3. Fast Cup creates a drip-style flavor and
excellent cup clarity, filling most large cups in
approximately 30 seconds from button push
to takeaway

ADA keypad and steep screen-viewing angle welcomes all customers.

4. Three large 3lb+ bean hoppers provide
enough holding capacity for more than
seventy 16oz cups of coffee each

Cup Clearance
9.1” cup clearance accommodates most travel cups with visual cues for cup placement.

With three bean selections and options for hot
and iced coffee, Fast Cup delivers more options
from a single platform.

VirtualTOUCH™
Introducing a touchless beverage dispensing experience from BUNN. With this optional
feature, your customers can conveniently select and dispense a beverage simply by scanning
a QR code.

Additional Features
9.1” cup clearance accommodates
most travel cups with visual cues
and lighting for cup placement

USB back-up and restore
for machine configuration/
recipe settings and cloning
for multiple locations

BUNNlink® remote
connectivity to manage
and care for your fleet

Profit & Waste Calculators
VirtualTOUCH™ optional
beverage dispensing
technology using a QR code
instead of your smart device

Use your numbers on our exclusive Profit and Waste Calculators for profitability
and payback scenarios. Contact your BUNN Representative to learn more.

MODEL SPECS
®

Model

Finish

16oz
Cups/hr

Volts

Amps

Watts

Hertz

Phase

Plug

Cord
Attached

Shipping
Weight

55400.0102

BTC Fast Cup
with WIFI
BUNNlink®

Black &
SS

80/hr

208-240

24

5000

60

Single

L6-30

Yes

179lb

55400.0103

BTC Fast Cup

Black &
SS

80/hr

208-240

24

5000

60

Single

L6-30

Yes

179lb

55400.0104

BTC Fast Cup
with LTE Cellular
BUNNlink®

Black &
SS

80/hr

208-240

24

5000

60

Single

L6-30

Yes

179lb

Product #

BUNN® reserves the right to change specifications and product design without notice. Such revisions do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes,
improvements, additions, or replacements for previously purchased equipment. For most current specifications and other info visit bunn.com.
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